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Abstract
Due to the pressing necessity of switching to alternative
sources of energy, fuel cells (FC) for household
applications have emerged as an alternative for
decentralized energy supply. Despite the advancement on
technological developments, concerns on the availability
of critical raw materials required for the fabrication
of these technologies may limit their implementation.
This document analyses the demand of platinum for mass
implementation of stationary fuel cells for household
energy supply in Germany, through an analysis of the
potential market, lifecycle of the product, material
demands, and material flows. Different scenarios show
that improving recycling rates and extending operation
lifetime can help to mitigate the material needs even in
the most demanding scenarios and reach material reuse
targets. Methods and results can also be applied for other
regions where FC have this potential applicability.
Quality of data and its effects on the results need also to
be further analyzed.
Keywords: MFA, platinum, stationary fuel cells.
1.

Introduction

Concerns about fossil fuel stocks, supply security, and
environmental impacts of emissions have stimulated
governments and industry to explore the development of
alternative sources of energy. This has led to the
emergence of liberalized markets for energy and the
growth of de-centralized generation and distribution
systems (Brown et al., 2007).
Stationary Fuel Cells (SFC) applied for Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) present a solution to reduce building energy
use and emissions, using also existing fuel distribution
infrastructure (Fuel Cell Today, 2017). First case studies
have shown intensive energy savings of more than 50%
(CALLUX, 2017), representing primary energy savings and
reduction in transmission losses. Using natural gas as fuel,
SFC can reduce CO2 emissions due to a more efficient
conversion. Fuel Cell industry has gained traction in
developed regions, such as Germany, Japan, and the USA
(Amermann et al., 2017). Since FC technology is recent
and is mainly applied to the mobility sector, there is

nearly no assessment available for stationary fuel cells.
Considering this trend, this paper assesses the future
scenarios to estimate the demand of critical materials
necessary for the supply of SFC to the market. This is
performed using scenarios for development of the
technology and evolution of its demand.
2.

State of the art of stationary fuel cell

2.1. General characteristics
SFC provide power at a fixed location. They include small
and large continuous power systems, backup or
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), CHP, and combined
cooling and power (Fuel Cell Today, 2017).
SFC size range from systems under 1 kWe for household
CHP, larger units (several kWe) for district heating or large
buildings, and up to MWe for industrial applications and
electricity supply. Conventional systems are already
established for each application, such as gas engines, gas
turbines, or combined cycle power plants (Pehnt, 2002).
SFC can be classified by its application into two types:
power-only (back-up and UPS) and CHP systems (Larminie
and Dicks, 2003).
Two SFC types are mostly applied for household energy
supply up to 10 kWe: Polymer Exchange Membrane Fuel
Cell (PEMFC) and Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). PEMFC
operate with exhaust heat between 60 and 80 °C; and
SOFC exhaust heat ranges from 650 to 1 000 °C (ASUE,
2016). This study focuses on PEMFC, since they are also
suited for ranges under 1 kWe.
PEMFC have technological potential due to their similarity
to the systems used in automotive applications, so their
development is already advanced. PEMFC for residential
energy supply operate in the range of 80 °C. PEMFC are
relatively compact, and do not require insulation (Brown
et al., 2007, p. 2176). They too run on natural gas, which
has to be reformed into almost pure hydrogen before
entering the system (Brown et al., 2007).
A platinum (Pt) catalyst is generally used for both the
oxidation reaction at the anode and the reduction
reaction at the cathode. Pt content is considered one of
the main cost drivers of PEMFC (Wittstock et al., 2016).
The use of Pt in SFC is higher than in mobile FC due to the
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requirement of continuous operation and of longer
-1
lifetimes, with Pt loadings in the ranges of 0,75 g Pt kWe ,
-1
likely to reach 0,7 to 0,5 gPt kWe (Stahl et al., 2016).
Practical values for energy conversion efficiencies of SFC
are 34,1% for electrical efficiency, 62,0% for thermal
efficiency, and 96,1% total efficiency (CALLUX, 2017).
2.2. Residential heating and electric energy supply
CHP for household energy supply (micro-CHP) uses to the
following technologies: Otto Motor, Stirling Motor, Steam
Expansion, Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC), Micro-Gas
turbine, and SFC (Erdmann, 2013).
Natural gas fueled CHP systems are to become one of the
first major mass markets for SFC, as a replacement for
boiler systems. The excess power is to be exported to the
grid (ASUE, 2016). The power produced is preferentially
self-consumed, with peak and backup power supplied
from the grid. Micro-CHP systems range between 0,5 and
5 kWe. SFC have a 30% better fuel utilization than central
power plants (Stahl et al., 2016; ASUE, 2016; HFP, 2005).
Advantages include short start up times, high cycle
stability and good partial load capacity, suiting them for
intermittent and load variable operation. Disadvantages
include a requirement of high purity of fuel, demanding a
complex gas purification process (Jungbluth, 2007).
SFC two main applications suitable for market entry are:
household or small commercial systems below 50 kWe,
with focus on micro-CHP below 5 kWe; and industrial
applications with ranges of 200 to 500 kWe (HFP, 2005).
3.
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Additional losses can occur during the fabrication process
of the FC stack, as a fraction of the manufactured PEMFC
units may not comply with quality control procedures.
Assuming a high value of confidence for the
manufacturing process, the discarded products are lower
than 2% (Shokri et al., 2015; Matathil et al., 2012), with
target values of 0,1% (Matathil et al., 2012).
3.1.2. Fuel cell operation and life time
PEMFC MEA require periodic replacement because of
gradual irreversible degradation in performance, so the
demand of CRM for replacement, additional to demand
for new systems, requires consideration. Durability is a
key issue for the implementation of fuel cells (Dodds
et al., 2015). Limited information on PEMFC system
reliability is available (Fecarotti et al., 2016).
The FC stack is considered to fail whenever it is not able to
provide the required power output (Fecarotti et al., 2016).
The required lifetime of SFC MEA is up to 40 000 h to be
considered economically feasible (Knights et al., 2004;
Belvedere et al., 2013; Fecarotti et al., 2016).
A probabilistic model is used to estimate the operation
lifetime of a fuel cell, to calculate the required number of
units to be produced for replacement, and to estimate the
number of units that come out of service for EoL
processing. Fecarotti et al. (2016) propose a Weibull
distribution model and provide results on the lifetime of a
PEMFC based on modelling the failure of the different
components. A maximum average lifetime of 14 246 h is
estimated, around 3 years of operation (Figure 1).

Methodology

This analysis focuses on the recovery of critical materials
(CM) from SFC, because of the special challenges in the
recovery of valuable and precious metals present in
relative small quantities in these devices (Hagelüken et al.,
2016). The recovery of secondary metals has a lower
energy intensity than mining in most cases, as the metal
concentration in many products is higher than in ores,
such as in the case of precious and rare metals in
electronic products (Hagelüken et al., 2016). CM identified
in a SFC for recycling are Pt, and Co as a possible
substitution material (WGCRM, 2014).
3.1. Stages of the life cycle of a stationary PEMFC
To analyze the flow of Pt during the lifecycle of the
PEMFC, different stages are considered in this paper:
Material acquisition, Production, Operation, and End of
Life (EoL). Literature values of percentages of material loss
or recovery for each stage are presented.
3.1.1. PEMFC production and material losses
15% of the catalyst material is lost in the electrode coating
process. Process losses in the region of 5% to 20% can be
expected for automated, industrial-scale coating of
membrane rolls, with catalyst ink scrap rate of 10%.
Fraunhofer IPA, as quoted by BUBW (2015), suggests
typical overspray losses as high as 90% (Wittstock et al.,
2016). Technological developments can reduce the
material losses during the fabrication of the Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA).

Figure 1. Failure fractions predicted
Adapted from Fecarotti et al. (2016)

The lifetime of the stack for future configurations is
required to be at least 6 years to be commercially
applicable (DLR, 2004), assuming 5 000 h per year for
intermittent residential operation. The leading Japanese
residential systems are now expected to operate for 60 to
80 000 h for PEMFC (Dodds et al., 2015). The degradation
rate of the stack can reach up to about 1% per year
(CALLUX, 2017). This would allow an operation of 10a,
with a requirement to overhaul the fuel cell stack after
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5a (Dodds et al., 2015). Grot, Grot (2007) indicate that no
significant amount of Pt is lost in the exhaust of a fuel cell
system over its life. (Grot and Grot, 2007). Kromer et al.
(2009) indicate use phase material losses of 0,35% per
year, and Wittstock et al. (2016) use a value of 0,68% per
year.

Figure 2. MFA model for SFC

3.1.3. End of life
To make PEMFC technology economically and ecologically
feasible, its commercialization requires improvements on
industrial production processes for the MEA, and also
rational processes for recovering the precious metals
(Köhler et al., 2006).

Reuse of SFC MEA at the end of its lifetime is not feasible,
as failure is often caused by MEA degradation. Reparation
of any component could risk irrevocably damaging the
others (Simons and Bauer, 2015).
SFC recycling is aimed at recovering the valuable
CRM (Wittstock et al., 2016), which would further reduce
the material demand for stacks (Thijssen, 2011).
Recycling provides a mechanism for reintroducing
valuable materials back into the economy, while
lowering environmental impacts and the energy intensity
of material supply (Hagelüken et al., 2016). CRM are
spread within the product, so partial loss is inevitable for
highly
complex
products,
impending
100%
recovery (Hagelüken et al., 2016). The biggest challenges
to achieve high rates of recycling are the
insufficient collection of consumer goods and
inefficient handling within the recycling chain (Hagelüken,
2012).
Waste of Electric and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) have
CRM recycling rates below 15%. Rates could reach over
95% if all waste materials were efficiently transferred to
state-of-the-art metallurgical refineries (Hagelüken
et al., 2016). For an effective recovery of material, all the
preceding stages in the recycling chain would need to
collect the respective material handled with
99% efficiency to achieve an overall recycling rate of 95%
(Wittstock et al., 2016). An overall global recycling
quota for Pt of 70% (currently about 45%) should be the
minimum target for 2020 (UMICORE, 2005), and
80% for 2030 (Buchert et al., 2011; UNEP, 2009).
Similar to a recycling chain for automotive catalysts, the
first step to recover CRM from SFC is to collect and
then dismantle them (Saternus et al., 2014). A release of
platinum in a significant amount from the FC into
the environment in this step is highly unlikely (Stahl et al.,
2016).

Figure 3. Number of housing units and prognosis up to 2050
Modified from Jungbluth (2007)

Figure 4. Annual requirement of new heating systems
Left: Reference Scenario. Right: Ecological Scenario
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Recycling rates differ highly between sectors, with
industrial applications achieving recovery rates of 80 to
90% over the whole lifecycle compared to only 5 to 60%
for consumer goods (Hagelüken, 2012). For consumer
products, especially products with a long lifetime, such as
automotive catalysts, only about 50 to 60% of Pt is
recycled (Zepf and Simmons, 2014). Pt recovery rates of
98% and above can be achieved. Precious metal losses
during dismantling phase account to 3,4% of the original
load (Wegner, 2012).
3.2. Material flow analysis (MFA) for SFC
This section analyses the demand of CRM for their use in
SFC household applications for the German market.
A model is constructed to analyze the flow of CRM during
the different stages the lifecycle of SFC. Market scenarios
for demand of SFC CHP residential units are analyzed,
considering different acceptance of the technology.
Fractions for losses and recovery in the different stages
are introduced in the model.
3.2.1. MFA model for Pt in SFC
A MFA model is constructed to analyze the demand of
CRM based on the stages described in Section 3.1 (Figure
2). The lifecycle is divided in different stages: Raw
Material Acquisition, Production, Use, and EoL. For each
process, Transfer Coefficients (TC) are defined as fractions
that are either lost out of the system or are
reincorporated in the EoL recycling process. This analysis
focuses on the German market until 2050, linked to the
European targets for reduction of emissions.
3.2.2. Demand forecast of FC CHP in Germany
This section analyses the housing market in Germany,
presenting estimation for the number of residential units
to be constructed, replaced or renovated, as these units
are a potential market for new SFC CHP units.
Replacement of conventional operating systems for SFC
CHP units is not deemed as economically feasible, hence
only new units are considered (Jungbluth, 2007).
Table 1. Optimal installation
Data from Jungbluth (2007)

Buildin
g type
OFH
SFH
LFH

size

Private user/
reference scenario
Feasible
Operation
size
hours
[kWe]
[h]
0,5
5 700
2,0
4 800
5,0
6 500

of

FC

CHP

units

Natural gas is used in 47,8% of the OFH and SMH, and in
47,7% of the residential buildings (BDEW, 2015).
Micro CHP units with 1 to 2 kWe and 3 to 10 kWth provide
this energy (Erdmann, 2013). A residence with
-1
4 inhabitants demands an average of 5 MWh e a ,
representing 570 W of average power. Most of the
household applications are estimated to be smaller than
1 kW (Töpler and Lehmann, 2014, p. 141).
The market for new CHP units estimated is related to the
number of new buildings, buildings required as
replacement for demolished units, and renovated
buildings that upgrade the insolation and heating systems.
Yearly rates are used to estimate these units. Jungbluth
(2007) presents two different scenarios for this
development: Reference and Ecological. Reference
Scenario assumes a slow acceptance of the technology, a
lower market demand, and a required of smaller units,
when compared to the Ecological scenario, where the
acceptance of technology grows faster, and a higher
demand is present in the market, accompanied of a
request of units of higher nominal power.
In the Reference scenario, the rates for demolition and
renovation are fixed at 0,5% per year. In the Ecological
scenario, the rates are continuously growing and are
assumed so that by 2050 all buildings existing before 1998
are either replaced or renovated. The share of SFC within
the micro-CHP sector over time is assumed to achieve
90% by 2050 (Krewitt et al., 2006). The application of
these values results in the number of buildings requiring a
new heating system (Figure 4).
Considering the fraction of residential buildings that use
natural gas, 44,7%, the potential market for SFC CHP
systems is calculated using forecasted rates for
acceptance of SFC technology (Figure 5). Increasing entry
rates of SFC into the market are assumed: fast and slow
introduction of technology for the reference and
ecological scenario, respectively. The number of new or
renovated buildings demanding FC CHP units for each
residence type is calculated applying these fractions
(Figure 6).

Contracting model/
ecological scenario
Feasible
Operatio
size
n hours
[kWe]
[h]
1,8
4 400
6,0
5 500
11,0
5 200

One family houses (OFH), small multi-family houses
(SMH), large multi-family houses (LMH), and residential
buildings (RBH) are the principal potential markets for SFC
(Figure 3, Jungbluth, 2007). More than 17 million of
heating devices are used in residences in Germany
through the burning of gas and oil (Töpler and Lehmann,
2014). More than three quarters are heated by central
heating. About 15,1 million are 1 or 2 family houses; 2,3
million are multi-family houses (Erdmann, 2013).
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Figure 5. SFC CHP market entry rates
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Figure 6. SFC CHP demand for residential heating
Left: Reference Scenario. Right: Ecological Scenario

Figure 7. SFC CHP units placed in the market, in kWe. Left: Reference Scenario. Right: Ecological Scenario

Jungbluth (2007) estimated the optimal size of a SFC CHP
system to be economically feasible. Two business models
for use of the SFC CHP units are considered: private User
and contracting model (Table 1).
The values of operation hours and the models for failure
rate are used to calculate the number of SFC CHP
units that need to be placed into the market, as units for
new systems or as replacement for existing systems.
The total amount of SFC can be expressed in kW e of
peak power placed in the market, which is calculated by
multiplying the number of units and the individual optimal
power (Figure 7).
3.2.3. MFA model for fuel cells
The Pt demand can be calculated using the values in
-1
Figure 7 and the values of Pt load (kgPt kWe ) to estimate
the demand of CRM for SFC CHP units. The Pt load is

expected to continuously decrease as the technology
-1
develops, with target values of 0,5 kgPt kWe to be
reached by 2025. Using the yearly operation hours (Table
1)
and
the
expected
life
time
for
each model of SFC CHP system, the number of units
coming out of service and the Pt content in these units is
calculated.
Table 2. Transfer coefficients used for MFA
Value

Ref. Scen.

MEA production loss
FC production loss
Recollection rate
Dismantling loss
Separation loss

40%
5%
15%
3,4%
10%

Ecol Scen
2017
2050
15%
5%
2%
0,1%
60%
95%
3,4%
1%
5%
1%
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Figure 8. Pt demand for the Reference scenario

Figure 9. Pt demand for the Ecological scenario

The values of Pt content in units coming in and out of
service phase is used in a MFA model to calculate the
required input of raw Pt. The model considers losses in
different production stages and different recovery rates
for EoL stages. A model is built in Simulink, which allows
further analysis of dynamic scenarios and uncertainties.
The Reference scenario assumes values for the TC on the
low spectrum of those found on the literature review, and
assumes these values remain constant and without
improvement. The Ecological scenario assumes higher

values, a continuous improvement in recycling and
collection, and a reduction in production and fabrication
losses (Table 2). Results on cumulated platinum demand
for both scenarios are calculated (Figures 8 and 9).
The CRM reuse rate, defined as the amount of Pt
recovered coming from recycling processes divided by the
required amount for manufacturing, reaches values close
to 90% only after continuous improvements in all the
stages of the lifecycle (Figure 10).
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3.2.4. Sensitivity analysis
The different values for the input of the model
parameters affect the results on cumulated Pt demand.
The influence of values of Pt content, lifetime (or
operation hours), diffusion rate, Pt load, and installed
power have different effect on the results. The input
values in the MFA model are altered to calculate these
changes (Figure 11).
4.

Results analysis and discussion

The MFA model for Pt in SFC allows distinction in four
phases: material acquisition, SFC production, operation,
and EoL. This model allows the differentiation of different
stages and the application of TC from similar products or
from research values (Figure 2).
Figure 10. Material reuse rate for different scenarios

Figure 11. Sensitivity analysis for different factors
Left: Reference scenario. Right: Ecological scenario

The estimation of the number of housing units and its
disaggregation in categories allows extrapolation of future
demand (Figure 3). A decline in the required number of
building units after 2030 produces a stagnation at around
200 thousand units on the requirement new heating
systems in the reference scenario, and a constant
requirement of about 400 thousand units in the ecological
scenario (Figure 4). Due to differences in the expected
market entry rate of SFC in the residential heating market,
the annual demand of SFC for CHP grows continuously to
80 thousand units in the reference scenario and reaches
180 thousand units in the ecological scenario (Figure 6).
The difference in the optimal size of the SFC CHP systems,
operation hours, and lifetime, result in a requirement of
600 MWe of SFC placed in the market for the reference
scenario, and around 2 500 MWe for the ecological
scenario, including units required for replacement of
degraded stacks and out of service units (Figure 7).

The application of these market demands and different
values of TC for the material flows indicate that for 2050,
SFC CHP manufacturing annual demand is 1 200 kgPt in the
reference scenario and 130 kgPt in the ecological scenario.
The last scenario reaches a peak in material demand close
to 180 kgPt, with further reduction of the demand. This is
explained by expected improvements in collection and
recycling rates, even though this scenario presents a
higher demand of units. Cumulated Pt demand reaches
16 tonPt in the reference scenario and around 4 ton Pt in
the ecological scenario (Figures 8 and 9). Despite the
requirement of around 4 times additional power for the
ecological scenario in comparison to the reference
scenario, the material demand of the ecological scenario
is 4 times lower than of the reference scenario. This is also
indicated in the material reuse rate, where rates of 90%
are achieved only after continuous improvement on
manufacturing procedures and EoL treatment in the
ecological scenario (Figure 10).
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Reduction in operation time means also an extension in
lifetime, which lowers the number of units required for
replacement, and thus the total demand of Pt in both
scenarios. Recycling is the most important factor in the
ecological scenario, and progressive increments in
recycling rates can greatly reduce the material demand.
This is unlike the reference scenario, where the losses
during the production phase are more important.
The installed power capacity and Pt load of the units
increase the demand proportionally. The diffusion rate
has a minimal impact in the total demand, since the
diffusion rate is lower than the other factors such as
recycling rate or production losses (Figure 11).
5. Conclusion and outlook
SFC present advantages for energy supply, due to their
higher efficiency and lower emissions. The results of
models indicate a growing market for FC, with close to
800 thousand units required for 2050 under the highest
demand scenario. Although the number of households
with SFC CHP systems differ for different scenarios, an
extended operation lifetime for the ecological scenario
reduces the demand in all cases.
For their implementation to be feasible, the supply of
CRM for fabrication of the CHP units needs to be taken in
consideration. Most of the units required are smaller than
2 kWel which makes PEMFC the most feasible technology
to be implemented. It is estimated that under all scenarios
fuel cells will achieve a market share of 90% of
CHP plants for household application systems by 2050.
Current technological limitations for their implementation
are the amount of material loss during their production,
the content of PGM (Platinum Group Metals) in the
catalyst, and their short operation lifetime. The reduction
of manufacturing losses and a proper implementation of
recycling chains for the CHP units can help greatly to
reduce the demand of material and could reach values in
the range of 90% of recycled material, surpassing the
expected reuse quotas. A total of 16 tonPt for the
Reference scenario and 4 tonPt in the Ecological scenario
are estimated to be required for manufacturing PEMFC,
this difference owing to better manufacturing and EoL
procedures for the latter scenario. However, the impact of
Pt consumption, in the order of 4 to 16 tons, on the
overall resource availability is minimal, with platinum
resources in the order of 100 000 tonPt. Hence the
recovery of CRM from SFC has as benefit reducing
production costs by recovering Pt, the main cost driver in
the SFC MEA.
The data quality has a significant impact on the
uncertainty of the results. Further analysis requires the
consideration of data quality and development
probabilistic models to assess the results uncertainties.
Data of optimal power is taken from existing models, and
more recent data on household energy demand and
optimal size of a SFC is needed. This paper was based on
future scenarios with a positive market penetration of SFC
in households. So far, the costs of FC heating systems
were neglected in this paper but play a big role for
surviving in the market without subsidies. The influence of
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Pt demand of other markets, such as USA, EU or Asia, and
possible application of other technologies such as SOFC is
also to be assessed using similar methodologies.
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